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No Respect for Foreign Teachers!

American comedian Rodney Dangerfield established a very long and successful career with his standup

comedy routine "I don't get no respect," and as a foreign English teacher, it is highly likely you will find

yourself identifying with Mr. Dangerfield's predicament, especially (but not only) if you are unqualified.

The foreign English teacher in China is de-professionalized, i.e., we are hired almost exclusively as

simple facilitators of speaking and listening skills. For public schools and universities, it is a national

requirement that has to be satisfied for reaccreditation, very much in the same way they must concern

themselves with the physical condition of the campus buildings and roadways. Whether one is a doctor

and former professor of linguistics—with a specialty in second language acquisition theories and

methodologies—or a 25-year old high school dropout with work experience limited to McDonald's does

not change the fact that the foreign teacher's presence at that school or university is viewed as almost

entirely superfluous by one's immediate supervisors, as well as by that institution's top-level

administrators. The single and meager concession that the value of foreign teachers lies exclusively in

their ability to help "perfect" their students' pronunciation in preparation for the next English contest is

simply insufficient grounds for establishing a professional relationship that is based on mutual respect or

even appreciation.

Of course, there are a few exceptions to the above rule. A university's foreign language department may

have a genuine need for a Western faculty member who can teach literature to their master's degree

students, but, even in this instance, there will still be a rather pervasive sentiment among one's colleagues

and administrators that no one can truly understand and teach Chinese students as effectively as another

Chinese can.

This condescending and grossly dismissive attitude towards foreign teachers is far more pervasive and

profound at private English language training centers, because the educational goals, assuming the

center has ever taken the trouble to even think about them, will always be secondary to the pecuniary

interests at hand. Simply restated, private English language schools are in the business of education:
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They are always businesses first and, then, as a distant second, schools.

Once you appreciate that—irrespective of qualifications and experience—you were only offered a position

because you were needed to meet a terribly resented national educational requirement, you have a white

face, are relatively attractive, or are simply good for business, it then becomes obvious that one cannot

reasonably expect to be treated with respect or gratitude, irrespective of how good the teaching

performance actually is. In regard to private training centers, bear in mind that the school is often paying

the foreign teacher up to (and in many cases more than) 100 percent more than its bona fide Chinese

English teachers (who are generally well-educated and certified). Consequently, and more often than not,

you will also be terribly resented by your Chinese counterparts as well, especially if they are far better

qualified to teach than you are.

So Why Do Some of Us Stay?

With work environments that could—in most cases—be generously described as challenging, why then

does anyone bother to stay in China as a foreign teacher? There are several answers to this question.

For starters, many do leave after completing their one-year contracts and, often, well before that, which is

why China recruits more than 100,000 new foreign teachers every year. Obviously, if everyone who was

already here stayed forever, recruiting efforts would be far less rigorous and competitive than they

currently are.

Second, many foreign "teachers" in China are unqualified, never taught one day in their lives before

leaving home, and are accustomed to working in blue-collar or entry-level white-collar positions where

they were treated just as poorly or even worse. They no more expect gratitude and respect from their

Chinese employers than they did from their former company foremen or assistant managers back home.

It is more than enough for them that they can approximate a lifestyle in China that is similar to (and, in

many cases, even better than) the ones they had grown accustomed to back home by working only a

fraction of the total number of hours per week.

The answer is quite different in regard to those who moved to China as qualified career educators—or, in

the alternative—are nevertheless naturally talented at teaching: They stay for the students, pure and

simple. The genuine warmth, high positive regard, and lifelong appreciation they receive from their
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students more than compensate for the absence of same from one's administration. Professional

educators who remain year after year are generally people who operate from an internal locus of control:

They simply do not need a pat on the back from their employers to nevertheless know that they are doing

a good job and are serving a valuable role here—even if the importance of that role is not recognized by

the very people who pay them.

Many of us who remain in China, especially at government senior middle schools and universities, do so

because we know that, as foreigners, the students are able to approach us with personal and other

problems in a way they would never even consider doing with their Chinese faculty or close personal

friends. Our greatest contributions to our students—and, therefore, to the people of China—are not

realized in the form of class content, or even in helping them to "perfect" their pronunciation of the English

language, but in making ourselves available to them as mentors and advisors. There is an enormous

sense of satisfaction that comes from establishing long-term bonds with one's students that is very difficult

to explain to those who have never had that experience.

Another point worth mentioning—and it is one that exists in stark contrast to how we are regarded by our

schools and language departments—is that, in general, especially outside the three major international

cities, foreigners are treated with a certain type of celebrity status. Businesses will compete with one

another for your patronage and you will often be seated in a prominent position—literally on display—in

restaurants and other public places. It will not be unusual for local Chinese to stop you in the street and

especially at places like parks and beaches to ask if they can have their photo taken alongside of you

(irrespective of your age and overall appearance). In cities where foreigners are relatively scarce, many

will stare at you as if they have just spotted an international movie star and, when shopping, those next to

you on the cashier's line will carefully examine your cart to see what you have selected and then will often

run off to pick up and return with the same items. Some foreigners feel enormously flattered by this

abundant showering of attention while others feel terribly imposed upon by their excessive curiosity,

frequent gawking and the never-ending chorus of "hellos" from passersby.

By Mattwhim (Male. United Kingdom (UK))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=1868
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A Short Story about Jim Zacker

An ordinary yet extraordinary foreigner

who devoted the last four years of his life to Chongqing

There are few who can be remembered by many for just four years’ radiant life, and there is

only one who devoted those four years to Chongqing - Jim Zacker.

When Chongqing Expat Club website (www.cqexpat.com) was established in August 2006, there were

very few registered members, but the Australian born Jim Zacker, who had just married a beautiful

Chongqing woman, was one of them.

I first met Jim Zacker during the summer of 2007 when we got together at a

coffee shop in Guanyinqiao, Jiangbei, along with a young Pakistani man

and two other Chinese locals. My first impression was – ‘what an

energetic young guy this father figure is’! He was so humorous and full of

spirit. Even now I remember how he was troubled by some very simple

Chinese greetings and could never figure out how to pronounce them properly.

“It’s too hard! I’m hopeless!” he whined and we would all burst out laughing.

He also said, “Cqexpat is a lifesaver for me!” I was very proud to hear it.

Since then, Jim was the most active and enthusiastic member of cqexpat. With his unique character –

open-mindedness, optimism, humour and friendliness - he made numerous friends and earned many

“fans”.

In the early stages of cqexpat, the content was far from rich or comprehensive and Jim was the only

person who actively wrote articles for it, expressing his very own feelings from his personal adventures

in Chongqing. I invited him to start a column on the site which we named Jim’s Eye View. He happily

accepted it and became even more involved in writing for the site although he wasn’t a professional

writer and claimed not to be interested in formal English expressions. It wasn’t long before the most

valuable and interesting posts were written by Jim.

For instance, articles about how to buy a property in Chongqing, the whole process of transforming a

bare shell house (with photos), Chongqing’s unusual forms of transport (with photos) and sightseeing at

Simian Mountain (with photos), among many others. These were experiences from an expatriate’s

point of view about the daily life in Chongqing and were very specific and practical. He went on to

write his views on humanity, culture and life, such as ‘How good is the English language?’, which critiques

the problems with his own language as he saw it, ‘You are beautiful’, which discusses how to look at

beauty from different angles, and ‘Relationships’, which gives practical advice on ways to maintain a

sound relationship in a marriage.

After publishing many such articles, he gradually established his unswerving image on the website –

http://www.cqexpat.com/
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always curious and self-challenging, always positive and open-minded, always generous and

humorous. On his profile page, his self-introduction reads: “I am easy going and not easily offended,

you can play a joke on me as long as I can do the same to you. Love meeting new people and hanging

out with current friends. My best memories are from when I took risks.” This is a testimony of whom Jim

really was. The life experiences and advice he offered was practical, offering assistance to members

with a positive and lighthearted attitude towards life.

In a nutshell, Jim was a cheerful, helpful and fun-loving person. His character was so special and so

amiable that he ended up becoming the most popular figure in the cqexpat online community.

2008 was a year of major developments and many meaningful events for cqexpat, many of which were

associated with Jim. In early 2008, Jim created the Chinese and Foreigners Exchange Club,

affectionately dubbed and known as the ‘Café Club’, offering an opportunity for lonely expats and

English-loving locals to meet and chat over lunch or tea on weekends. This gathering was a very casual

and therefore very relaxing event with only three or four attendees in the early days. Undeterred by the

small turnout, Jim carried on until numbers grew with new guests joining regulars every week, eventually

forcing him to search for a larger venue. Café Club has now become synonymous with Chongqing Expat

Club.

The Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan Province in May

2008 shocked the whole world and concerned many an

expatriate in Chongqing prompting Jim to help raise

money for the victims by auctioning his Australian-made

boomerang. The bidding began at RMB 400 and closed six

days later with Italian member Macchi’s bid of RMB 1165,

which Jim donated to the Sichuan Red Cross (eventually

Macchi left the boomerang to Jim to keep). Despite only

being a handful of participants in the auction, it was a great

event for cqexpat, witnessing the selfless contributions made by the Chongqing expat community to

disaster-stricken areas in China.

In August 2008, cqexpat underwent a very successful major revamp. As usual, Jim was very

concerned and actively participated in the testing and evaluation of the new version. Since then, the

website has experienced rapid growth in member sign-ups. Jim was without doubt one of the

founding members. At the end of that year, cqexpat published ‘Chongqing Handbook’, an English

guide designed to provide expatriates with all-round information about Chongqing. This was well

received and Jim contributed to the compilation and adjustments of this handbook as well.

As membership was growing, a large number of notorious African scammers joined the website, typically

disguised as beautiful young ladies, trying to rip off gullible members. While Jim appeared to be carefree,

he was in reality a very astute and circumspect man. It was he who first spotted the scammers and

wasted no time in notifying me. I was then able to close the scammers’ accounts in a timely manner to
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avoid any further damage. However, this kind does not give up easily, registering over and over again

to try their luck. Jim played an essential role in this war, not only zeroing in on scammers and giving me

heads-up every single time, but also adopting tactful strategies in combating the issue. He used to write

about his methods of identifying and embarrassing such scammers, which were both funny and

thought-provoking. I have included some of his advice in the Scam Warning section of ‘Rules, Tips &

Alerts’ on cqexpat for the interest of members. We later improved the website’s registration process to

better prevent the penetration of scammers.

After 2008, Jim remained active on cqexpat and continued

to make friends. Easygoing and approachable, he was

equally friendly and helpful to everyone - man or woman,

young or old, Chinese or foreign. He was almost never

seen to be impatient or enraged. On the website, Jim

became a popular person whom many members

enjoyed talking with and relying upon. On many occasions,

members wrote about the difficulties they confronted in

their life and Jim would be very quick in responding to

those posts, offering sincere advice like an affectionate

father. He also continued to organize all kinds of activities, for instance, weekend gatherings, mountain

climbing, and games, just to name a few. These activities helped cqexpat members get to know one

another better, fostering friendships between locals and expatriates, and injected lots of fun elements

into people’s spare time.

Jim always says cqexpat is his lifesaver. However, without his efforts, cqexpat would never have

become what it is today.

In the middle of 2010, I noticed that Jim seemed to have become less active on the site, sometimes

appearing to have disappeared altogether. It seemed strange as this was not his style. Soon after, the

first bad news arrived. Jim had been diagnosed with late-stage lung cancer and with deteriorating

health had been admitted to Daping Hospital. This unexpected situation sent a shockwave through the

online community. Many people quickly volunteered to visit him in hospital.

American Jim Summers posted a thread titled Jim Zacker (musicman) in order to report his condition

and deliver friends’ and members’ blessings. From Day One, this post attracted a lot of followers and

has received over 2000 views and over 200 comments to date, becoming one of the most involved

threads on cqexpat. During Jim’s fight with disease, numerous people were concerned about him

both online and offline, demonstrating he had a place in everyone’s heart.

During this period, Jim went through tremendous physical change, becoming very emaciated and

struggling to speak and even think. Despite this, people often commented that he appeared to have

regained his typical wit and humor. It seemed this style was so deep rooted inside of him, not to be

denied even by such a serious illness. Whenever permitted, Jim would go online and visit cqexpat,
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although he was unable to write. Chongqing Expat Club website had become an important part of his

life.

At the end of 2010 Jim was repatriated to Adelaide, Australia to receive better treatment. Shortly after

returning home, Jim logged into cqexpat from distant Down Under, and posted a brief thread named

musicman is back, in which he wrote: “thanks my friends for your support. love ya all. getting better but

slow process. in time will use qq, msn, skype, voice to chat. welcome to leave ur contact details

here, private or public. take care Jim”. In the subsequent months, I kept an eye on Jim’s activity on

the site and noticed he kept coming back, with very little, if any, input. I had a feeling that Jim would

eventually recover, make it back to Chongqing and meet all his old friends happily in the foreseeable future.

On the 13th of June, 2011, American Jim Summers who created Jim Zacker

(musicman) published a notice on the same thread: “Saddened to report,

our good friend, Jim Zacker passed away today. Apparently, he contracted

pneumonia and his lung collapsed. His family was gathered around him and

he went peacefully. Funeral arrangements are being made for next week in

Adelaide where he will be cremated, according to his wishes. He will be sorely missed by all.”

I do not know how many people shed tears on reading this.

Allow me to end this article with the comment by the

Pakistani member (username: shiekhooo) I mentioned

earlier:

“I just come to know about this sad demise.

I am looking for a shoulder to cry on, but alas that

shoulder is gone now.

I first met him in the very first expat gathering and with the passage of time this friendship became

stronger.

I have no words to describe him. He was simply the best of the best. I spent a very good time with

him.

I will miss you Jim Zacker. I wish I could be there to attend your funeral.

May you rest in peace.”

By webmaster (Male. Australia)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=17
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The Truth about China

Where are we going and where have we been? is the question the oldest living society in the world

must ask its self as it moves to order becoming the world’s number one economy.

It has the power, it has the resources, but can it gain the respect of the rest of the world and show that

it has the ability to progress the knowledge and philosophy that so far has been gained in many of the

world’s societies.

My view is that China has gained in so many ways and has so much to show the rest of the world, its

people are smart, clever and have an ability for work that makes many other countries look lazy and

as if there people have no interested in the world of work.

However work is not everything and on the subject of respect China has not gained this, foreign

companies struggle in a market that prefers local instead of international. Pollution has been seen as

a problem that is not been faced and instead is pushed to one side as economic growth is preferred.

The old will say that foreigners are here for sex and I say open your eyes, we are all humans do not

open your mouth if you have nothing good to say out of it.

The gap between rich and poor is growing and nothing seems to be done to stop this. The people are

not educated about behaviour and only focus on face, they will show they have money to pay for the

meal or your taxi, but will spit on the street or fail to tip the waitress for a hard nights work.

Can a foreigner gain respect here in China, maybe? But most of the time the foreigner will be seen as

an outsider, an entertainer, a dancer, a circus animal, who is there to perform for those who wish to

watch. For the foreigner basic respect and understanding is hard to gain from many Chinese,

because they do not understand him or do not wish too.

The Truth is about China, it is a country of many possibilities. But if it is to achieve these possibilities it

must open up its eyes to the world and let the world in, so that it can open itself and spread its own

knowledge and understand throughout the globe.

China has what it takes, please don’t let face bring you down as there is so much more to life.

By Leonidas (Male. Greece)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=3897
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No Foreigners allowed!

Not so long ago I travelled over to Chengdu like most foreigners do here in Chongqing, to enjoy the

low buildings, the bikes and the sights. This was not my first trip, in fact I have been there many times

before but this trip would open my eyes to what it means to be a foreigner here in China.

It was late around 11.30 pm and I had just spent the last 4 hours on a bus that seemed to be moving

at the speed of a tortoise, it was pouring with rain and all I wanted was a bed, some place I could

shelter from the cold night.

We got out of the bus and ran over to the nearest hotel we could see, inside a group of men were

seated around a table smoking, drinking and talking very loudly like most people seem to do here in

China. We asked about a room for the night, full up one of the men told us and said that we would be

better to try the hotel at the other side of the bus station.

Making away back out into the pouring rain we ran across the car park in front of the bus station, we

quickly opened the glass doors that lead us into the next hotel and out of the rain that was starting to

fall much harder out of the dark night sky.

A lady sitting behind a desk turned to face us, she gave us no smile, no welcome. But instead look at

the two rain soaked people before here as if we had interrupted her as if we should not be in the hotel

at all.

We asked about a room and she asked us for our ID, this is when I came to realise I had forgotten to

bring my passport, however this had never been a problem before and I didn’t think it would be a

problem tonight. She singed out the room and seemed ok that I didn’t have ID with me.

The room was small, the beds were very basic and the bathroom was (well less said about the

bathroom, the better). It was a room and it was better than been out on the street, I lay down on the

bed and fell asleep.

Next thing I remember was been woken up by the hotel rooms phone at 1 am and at the other end

was the hotel receptionist with a simply requested, when would the foreigner be leaving the room.

Leaving the room! But we already had the room and we had paid, why did I have to leave was it

because of my ID?

Well the answer was no, it was not because of my ID, it was because I was a foreigner. Yes foreigners

cannot stay in this hotel; in fact foreigners cannot stay in any hotel in Chengdu below a 3 star.

I could not believe it, I cannot stay where I want and I had to leave and look for another hotel in the

middle of the night in the pouring rain. Going back into the night the whole experience lifted me with a
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bad taste in my mouth, being foreign met less chose and more to pay for one of life’s basic needs, the

need for shelter.

Sadden and very sleepy, I went in such of a hotel that would accept a foreign paying customer. After a

little searching we found a hotel and were accepted in out of the rainy dark night. It cost double what

we paid for the last hotel, but it was a room, a bed and a much better bathroom.

I laid down on the bed and fell asleep.

Learn more about the law:

http://www.worldpress.org/asia/2765.cfm

By Mattwhim (Male. United Kingdom (UK))

http://www.worldpress.org/asia/2765.cfm
http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=1868
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Kissing in China

I read an article in the China Daily today called ‘British “stiff upper lip” a thing of the past’. The article

focused on how the British have become more open about their feelings, and are no longer

embarrassed to shed a tear or be affectionate in public places.

Research had been conducted on the subject and found that nearly three-quarters of Brits now great

others with an air kiss or hug, an increase of a third over the last 15 years, while 63 percent of the

1,000 people surveyed said they cried in public.

Now as a British male I am aware of the British stiff upper lip, from time to time my culture forbids me

from engaging to deeply in to emotions but this article did get me to think more about the Chinese

culture and how they deal with the subject of expressing their emotions in public especially kissing.

The fact is that kissing in China is much more rarely seen than in western countries. When I was living

back home in the UK emotions where been more openly spread and to see a young couple or

sometimes even an older couple kissing in public was a normal affair.

There are lots of reasons for this, kissing is normally used in countries such as France to great people

or to say good bye and in the west we put much more value on these rituals of greeting and departure

than the Chinese. Many a time I have been in conversion with a Chinese friend and they have

stopped talk and departed from my company without saying anything to me, which in the UK would be

seen as rude. Even when talking to a sales person or a waitress greetings and departure are very

important in Briton.

Now I am not saying that Chinese people don’t kiss in public, I am sure the younger generation is

much eager to express their feeling than the older. But as kissing is perhaps a relatively new habit in

china the younger generation is not so eager to have the older generation looking at them with

discontenting judgment.

I spent some time in Italy in my student years and kissing to the Italians is as natural as drinking water.

Wherever you go in the city of Rome, young and old people are engaging in the basic forms of

courtship. However I must admit it’s also blasted all over the media and they have a much more

open sexual culture than any other nationality. What would China be like if the majority of Chinese

couples began kissing in the streets? You would never have any peace.

So now we come down to the basic fact of culture, it’s just not polite to kiss in public in China and the

traditional way of thinking here makes people embarrassed to engage in this form of basic courtship.

Kissing in china does date back over 500 years, in the erotic novel Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅 written during

the Ming Dynasty, there were vivid descriptions of kissing scenes. But they were depicted as preludes

of sexual intercourse only and maybe that’s still true.
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There is one thing that we should consider about kissing in China is it is not an offense to kiss in

public; however in Dubai it is and only the other week a couple were facing a month in jail for doing

so.

At least I know that when I kiss here in public it’s just impolite and I am not going to end up in jail.

By Mattwhim (Male. United Kingdom (UK))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=1868
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New European English

Thought this was quite amusing and a little hard to read initially. Wonder if we would get

used to spelling and speaking that way. Sure would make things simpler but then it wouldn't

be ENGLISH anymore would it.

The European Commission has just announced an agreement whereby English will be the official

language of the European Union rather than German, which was the other possibility.

As part of the negotiations, the British Government conceded that English spelling had some room for

improvement and has accepted a 5- year phase-in plan that would become known as "Euro-English".

In the first year, "s" will replace the soft "c". Sertainly, this will make the sivil servants jump with joy.

The hard "c" will be dropped in favour of "k". This should klear up konfusion, and keyboards kan have

one less letter.

There will be growing publik enthusiasm in the sekond year when the troublesome "ph" will be

replaced with "f". This will make words like fotograf 20% shorter.

In the 3rd year, publik akseptanse of the new spelling kan be expekted to reach the stage where more

komplikated changes are possible.

Governments will enkourage the removal of double letters which have always ben a deterent to

akurate speling.

Also, al wil agre that the horibl mes of the silent "e" in the languag is disgrasful and it should go away.

By the 4th yer people wil be reseptiv to steps such as replasing "th" with "z" and "w" with "v".

During ze fifz yer, ze unesesary "o" kan be dropd from vords kontaining "ou" and after ziz fifz yer, ve

vil hav a reil sensi bl riten styl.

Zer vil be no mor trubl or difikultis and evrivun vil find it ezi TU understand ech oza. Ze drem of a

united urop vil finali kum tru.

Und efter ze fifz yer, ve vil al be speking German like zey vunted in ze forst plas.

If zis mad you smil, pleas pas on to oza pepl.

By Jabaru (Female. Australia)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=37
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Why I love 重庆

My first trip to Chongqing happened in 1994. I was 20 years old and had never lived in a city larger

than about 2,500 people. I grew up in the middle of Minnesota in the US.

I was amazed by the size and beauty of the city. I loved the food, the people, the culture and the

streets. I loved the 烧烤（BBQ）The 炒手（dumplings) and the 老火锅(old-style hot pot).

But what really made the city beautiful to me was the friendships I formed. I moved from Chongqing to

Shanghai after living in Chongqing for two years. I regretted the move almost right away. Shanghai

was a big, modern, beautiful city, but the people were not as straight forward and friendly as the

people of Chongqing.

Every city has its own flavor. Every city on earth has its own culture. Only in Chongqing did things like

this happen:

I was showing a friend from the US around Chongqing. He was visiting from Minnesota. I took him to

my favorite hot pot restaurant at the time, a place in Jiefangbei near downtown. It was a little cave

going into the side of a hill that had a middle school on top of it.

My friend and I sat at a small table. I told him while we were eating that I was sad that his first hot pot

was only going to be with two people, because hot pot is much better when there are at least six

people, and even better if there are ten.

As we were sitting there, I started teaching him the numbers in chinese so he could play 话全（The

drinking game with the numbers...don't know if I have the characters right)...

A group of friends were eating hot pot at the table next to us, and when they heard me teaching my

friend, they asked me if I could speak Chinese. After I told them I could and we started talking, they

quickly invited my friend and I to join them at their table. They insisted on paying for our meal and we

stayed there for two or three hours. I don't remember how much time passed because we were all

having so much fun.

Where else in the world can you sit down at a restaurant and if someone is curious about you and

wants to get to know you better, they just invite you to their table and pay for your meal? Chongqing

has some of the most generous, honest people on earth, and all they want from foreign friends is for

us to be as generous, honest, and curious about them and about their culture.

Everywhere else I went in China, people knew about Chongqing. Some of them said it was a rough

place, some said it was beautiful. Some said it was too crowded. Some said it was the greatest city on

earth. But EVERYONE knew of Chongqing and everyone knew it was different than any other city in
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China.

I want to help Chongqing grow. I want to help build more cooperation between Chongqing and the US,

and especially between Chongqing and Minnesota. I know I will find a way to do this, and I know that

by the end of the year, I will be back in my favorite city of Chongqing and I will be playing the drinking

games I love with old friends and new friends, and I'll be able to help businesses grown and help my

friends find success in the things they do. I can't wait for the journey to begin.

Thank you for having this site. I will visit often and form many friendships here.

Sincerely,

Ben Brown

President

BB Trading Company, LLC

112 Cecil St SE

Minneapolis, MN 55414

Phone: 001-206-225-3332

Email: benjamin.brown8@gmail.com

By benjamin.brown8@gmail.com (Male. United States (USA))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=3809
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How to Eat Healthy in CQ?!

I've lived in CQ for quite some time now and I can say that I'm more than used to the food here.

But on a recent trip to Canada, I gained an astonishing 3kg within 7 days. I didn't think that was even

physiologically possible! This experience really brought to light that I'm unhappy about my state of

fitness, even disregarding the extra 3kg I'd gained. So while there, I picked up a copy of the

infomerically ubiquitous P90X exercise program. Part and parcel to the program is a nutrition plan

that essentially consists of 5 meals per day, each meal composed of lean protein, a complex

carbohydrate (such as brown rice) and a usually serving of veggies.

With some discipline, this program was quite easy to follow while in Canada, thus exposing the

paradox of fat Americans and Canadians: that we easily slip into dietary and lifestyle habits that make

us overweight and slovenly, yet we can also easily access the kinds of food and exercise equipment

that can keep us remarkably healthy.

Having made this shift, I was and am determined to maintain my progress because I'm really

beginning to look and feel better.

Now I'm back in CQ and it's easy enough to find a gym membership here, but that's merely half the

battle. Here's my problem. I'm beyond sick and tired of the quality of the food here, especially

because it sure as hell does not contribute to my health and fitness goals. I'm sick of fatty, gristly meat

swimming in oil of questionable origin, heaping spoons-full of MSG in everything put in front of you

and wondering whether the food I'm about to bite into may have road debris in it (this actually

happened to me once!).

And believe me that I've really tried to find workable solutions to eating right here. But I refuse to pay

15 or 20 元 or more for one lousy can of water-packed tuna. I will not buy fresh chicken breasts

literally peppered with dirt as I witnessed at three separate markets the other day; and the markets

where the chicken appears clean is similarly priced to high-end beef. I cannot understand why brown

rice, which requires less processing than white rice, can cost triple or more! And I do not have the

desire to traipse across town on some kind of daily hajj to Subway at HongYaDong.

In short, I'd like to know if any health conscious foreigners here have found practical solutions to

staying healthy here in CQ.

By Galaga (Male. Heard and McDonald Islands)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=341
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All this talk of Z Visas

Dear expats and our Chinese friends, I have kept my mouth closed and my tongue tied for long

enough. For every day I hear talk on this site about the Z Visa and how it will do away with the bad

English teaching of expats, how it will clean up the city and how close we are coming to doomsday.

Did we expats come here to learn and gain understanding from the people of China, did we not come

to advice, help and offer the understanding and knowledge of our western culture. I believe that as

an expat I came here to discover China, understand her and learn from her. I came here to offer the

knowledge that I have gained throughout my life and skills of my humanity.

Talk is always here on these expat pages of how bad the English teachers are that the schools just

need white faces to draw the customer in and some claim that these schools make fouls of these

people. I say how wrong you are, for these customers’ wants and needs should not be joked at by

those who think they are superior in knowledge and understand, for they should take a look at

themselves and understand.

For there are many good things the expat teacher brings to the teaching of English, it is the native

speaker that can understand it at best as a natural part of everyday life and can place the culture that

is present in every language.

For every bad teacher there are many greater and good English teachers and I find it to be in bad

taste that so many choose to write otherwise.

With the laws here in Chongqing and the fact the Z Visa will soon become a way of life if you want to

stay here in Chongqing, can we please stop talk of doing away with bad expat English teachers,

cleaning up the town. For expat English teachers are men and women who love this city too and I am

sure they will fight to stay here.

It is for the school to decide which teachers are good and which are bad, and I am sure the student

will make this decision too.

By Leonidas (Male. Greece)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=3897
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Chongqing Nostalgia. Where Is It?

I took the following photos during my April visit to Chongqing, where I could find few traces of

anything familiar from my childhood.

The Liberation Monument (解放碑)

The Liberation Monument (解放碑)– Yes, that piteous little thing in the center – the Liberation

Monument used to be the great landmark of Chongqing. Is the towering building on the left

purposely trying to mock and humiliate it?

Flat Bread (烧饼)
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Flat Bread (烧饼) – Oh my childhood favorite snack! Street vendors of flat bread used to be seen in

every block of downtown Chongqing . Now walking through the entire Central District I found only one,

hiding in a corner of Eighteen Steps (十八梯). The couple who were making flat bread at first panicked

seeing me taking photos; they thought I was a "cheng-guan" (城管) who came to seize their little

business.

Controversial Nude Sculpture

Controversial Nude Sculpture – On Chongqing's first Yangtze Bridge, the four nude sculptures,

"Spring," "Summer," "Autumn" and "Winter" sparked a big controversy that embroiled the entire city,

even the country, in the early 1980s (I participated in the debate). The artists eventually yielded to

public pressure and added a sheer veil for each figure. The one in this photo is "Spring." (It

apparently has been moved because the bridge's width is now doubled.)

The Obsolete Ferry

The Obsolete Ferry – In this photo, where a new bridge for light rail is being built, there used to be a

ferry dock that I frequented as a child. My home was on the south bank of the Yangtze looking down

those rocks, my childhood haunts. When I left China in 1988, there was only one bridge on each of

the two rivers, Yangtze and Jialing, that surround the city, and ferries were the main connection
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between the three land areas (The South Bank, River North, and Central District). Now the total

number of bridges exceeds twenty, and all ferries have become obsolete.

By Xujun (Female. United States (USA))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=5463
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Self-acclaimed Chinese traditional girls: what on earth

got into them?

I do not know why Google comes up with almost 1.5 million hits of "Traditional Chinese girl", and only

a meager 210.000 of "Chinese traditional girl". But let's face it: hardly anyone will question whether a

girl is a girl, or a Chinese a Chinese; it is instead the word "traditional" that raises many an eyebrow;

yet can it not be taken out of it context.

What do girls or women mean when they refer to themselves as traditional Chinese girls or Chinese

traditional girls? I suggest we ponder a while about this by loosely looking back into Chinese history,

and in the process of pondering we hopefully can take away some of the confusion.

One last thing prior to our exploration needs to be said: the ladies in today’s spotlights are not

traditional in the sense that they wear qipaos or engage in tea ceremonies or the like. While those

customs may carry a message in themselves, there is a less obvious one, one that only will be

revealed to you in more subtle, less direct manner through the self-acclamation (or self-glorification)

of the girls bespoken: their attitude toward marriage and sex.

“I am a traditional Chinese girl” in the Confucian sense.

The female forgoer of the girl who betrothed her heart to Confucius, passively and meekly fortified the

paternal clan of the family, favoring boys over girls. A nasty by-product of upholding the father’s family

name was polygamy: the man having multiple wives at the same time. Was that legal? O no, but it

was (and is) with so many rules and laws in the Motherland: they were not really enforced. This

practice of polygamy, by the way, goes all the way back to the Qing dynasty in which the emperor

allowed men to have as many concubines as they wished, and women really had low positions and

usually were treated as servants rather than wives. If this is the tradition our girl refers to, be ready for

tragedy. Even if she loves you, she will forswear that love on behalf of her obedience toward the

society to which she belongs.

“I am a traditional Chinese girl” in the set of early societies

In early Chinese societies people did not marry at all, but had sexual relationships with one another

indiscriminately. To be held responsible for the mindset and goals of our traditional girl, however, this

contestant is an unlikely one. Why? Well, in traditional Chinese thinking people in bespoken societies

lived like animals with no concept of Father or Husband, Mother or Wife. And while there are many

families that can be accused of a similar lack of awareness today, the girl who has committed herself

to this traditional status will probably deny every such insinuation.
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“I am a traditional Chinese girl” at the source of all sources: the dragon lady (and her snake

husband)

Did you know that the first two Chinese people ever married were called Fuxi and Nuwa? That is

probably less remarkable than the fact that Fuxi and Nuwa were once brother and sister. Nuwa, the

sister, is depicted as a creature with a human face but the anatomy of a Chinese dragon. To hide her

incestuous shame, she asked the heavens to surround her with mist. In many villages nowadays,

brides still follow that custom of using a fan to shield their faces. When we look through the veil of

shyness though, we see the dragon lady: according to Webster’s Dictionary a glamorous and often

mysterious woman, but according to other sources someone of evil influence, often pursuing wealth.

In Ralph Emerson’s words: “harder still it has proved to resist and rule the dragon Money, with its

paper wings”.

Amazing how some pieces fall together. Unfortunately, even more separate us from our

understanding of the self-acclaimed traditional Chinese girl. One advantage, though, of what she

might or might not be, is given to us by these multiple interpretations: we may not have all the facts,

but we do certainly have the options, wide and loose as traditional qipaos themselves.

By rog (Male. Netherlands)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=347
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"Sweep out the foreign trash" ?

Following a recent incident in which a British man sexually assaulted a young Chinese woman on

the streets of Beijing, and another in which a Russian musician verbally abused a Chinese woman on

a train, Chinese netizens have begun to express resentment towards the behavior of foreigners in

China, and the authorities in Beijing have launched an initiative to expel foreigners who enter the

country illegally, overstay their visas, or seek illegal employment. In light of these events, Yang Rui,

anchor for China Central Television's (CCTV's) English language channel, has spoken out on his Sina

Weibo micro-blogging account, calling for Chinese police authorities to "sweep out the foreign trash".

Some say it marks a new wave of anti-foreigner sentiment in China, a diagnosis denied by a scholar

in Hong Kong who believes Yang Rui's comments were unreasonably provocative and inflammatory.

In the events leading up to Yang's Weibo comments, a video of an intoxicated British man publicly

molesting a Chinese woman made its rounds on the Chinese internet. Shortly thereafter another

foreigner, later identified as Oleg Vedernikov, principal cellist forthe Beijing Symphony Orchestra, was

caught on camera harassing and cursing at a female Chinese train passenger (his dismissal from the

orchestra was announced on May 21st).

CCTV presenter Yang Rui's Weibo comments regarding these events have been described by

various media as a poisonous injection into the controversy.

On May 14th, Yang tweeted publicly: "The police need to clean out the foreign trash: We should arrest

foreign troublemakers and protect innocent young women; Wudaokou and Sanlitun are our primary

disaster zones. We must cut off the head of the snake. The unemployed from America and Europe

come for our money; they engage in human trafficking and spread rumors to encourage Chinese

people to emigrate. We need to identify foreign spies who use Chinese girlfriends for cover while they

gather intelligence and GPS information for Japan, Korea, America and Europe. Drive out that foreign

bitch and shut down Al-Jazeera's Beijing bureau; make those who demonize China shut up and get

out."

The "foreign bitch" Yang Rui refers to is Chinese-American Melissa Chan, who until recently was

Qatar-based news organisation Al-Jazeera's English correspondent in China, until she was expelled

from the country after being refused a visa extension.

A new wave of anti-foreigner sentiment?

"TRASH" ?

By Ray W. (Male. Mauritius)

http://www.echinacities.com/beijing/city-in-pulse/new-video-of-rude-foreigner-on-train-to-beijing-goes-viral.html
http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=7813
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Z Visa application for teachers liable to the new policy:

everything you need to know

I : Introduction

This post will give you the necessary information if you are one of those ESL teachers already in

Chongqing, maybe even had several residence permits but never had a Z-visa, so you are bound to

leave China and get the right document for your next term.

I my case, I have been living and teaching here for 6 years. I entered the country on a tourist visa,

later obtained a business visa and since then had many residence permits. I have the Dutch

nationality. I had to renew my passport in Shanghai in 2010, so my initial visas are not in my valid

passport (in which there is only a residence permit) but in my old passport (in which they poked holes

hehe). I was now liable to the new strict Visa policies: to leave China in order to get a Z-Visa for work.

Read below to profit from my experience.

Picture 1: Hong Kong Island, taken from the pier at Tsim Sha Tsui,Kowloon.

II : Documents
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First thing you want to do is going to your HR department. They will take care of your Invitation letter

and your Governmental Work Permit. To obtain this, you need to give them the following papers:

1. Employment Contract

2. Diploma (bachelor degree or higher)

3. TEFL or TESOL if you are a non-native speaker

4. Resume

It took HR one week until I received the invitation letter and work permit.

When going to the airport, be sure to have the following documents with you:

1. Valid Passport

2. Expired Passport (if applicable)

3. Invitation letter

4. Work permit

5. 1 recent pass photo with white background

6. Visa Application form (also obtainable at the HK China Visa Office)

I also took the acceptance-form for the pass photos which you can get in any official photo shop, and

the medical papers (pink form, white form and red booklet), but in HK they did not ask for it. You DO

need those docs (except the red booklet) for applying for the residence permit, though, along with the

Police Registration Form and more pass photos and more money; but by then you will be back in

Chongqing.

TIPS

1. Make copies of your documents before you go. If you do not, be sure to have 1 HKD coin for every

copy (check members' comments below for updates on prices) you make at the Visa Office. Make a

copy of your Passport. They hold on to your Passport until you pick it up.

III : Transportation

1. Flight from CQ to SZ

To go to Hong Kong, flying to Shenzhen is cheapest. I booked an early flight on Tuesday, February 22,

7.25 AM with Sichuan Airlines (880 RMB) and a return flight SZ-CQ on Wednesday, 9.55 PM with

China Air (500 RMB) (check members' comments for updates on prices). Both flights took about 1

hour and 40 minutes.

2. Bus from SZ to HK

At the SZ terminal, there are counters where they sell bus tickets to Hong Kong, Kowloon, Tsim Sha
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Tsui (90 RMB) (check members' comments below for updates on prices). The name of the company

is Trans Island China link, and it is recognizable by its green “W”. See picture 2.

The assistants make sure you get on the right bus. They speak English so it is easy.

It takes about 30 minutes to get to the HK border, and depending on the crowd, it might take half an

hour to get to the other side. Do not forget to fill out China departure- and HK arrival cards before you

reach custom booths (bring a pen!). Once you have passed HK border, hop on the connecting bus

showing your bus ticket. From the border, it takes about one hour to get to Tsim Sha Tsui in Kowloon.

Bus terminal is near the pier at a store called “Hermes”.

Picture 2: Trans-Island Chinalink bus ticket with W-logo

3. Returning from HK to SZ

To get back to Shenzhen is easy; just buy bus tickets around the corner from where you got off at

“Hermes” in Tsim Sha Tsui, and this time you only pay 90 HKD, which is cheaper than the 90 RMB

you paid before (check members' comments below for updates on prices).. Manage your time! For

example, my return flight was at 9.55 PM; I took the bus to SZ airport at 6.40 PM, thinking I would

have plenty of time. I sat in the bus for 1 hour, passed China customs at 8.10 PM and was lucky to

catch the next bus that already was departing, otherwise I would have waited another 30 minutes for

the next one. I arrived at the airport at 8.40 PM, and by 9.20 PM, I had made it through security. Just

on time for boarding.
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4. Ferry from Kowloon (Tsim Sha Tsui) to HK Island (Chan Wai).

The bus stops at “Hermes” in Tsim Sha Tsui, and from there it is a 5-minute stroll to the pier to catch

the ferry to Chan Wai on HK Island. Another option is to take the Underground at Tsim Sha Tsui metro

station, but you would have transit onto the connecting line at Admirality station to continue to the

Chan Wai stop (although that's easy), or walk to the China Resources building from there which takes

longer than just walking across the overpass from the ferry pier.

For either ferry or Underground I advice you buy a PT card (minimum 50 HKD, you can get one at any

PT counter) that you can use on all types of Public Transportation.

Obviously, to get back to Kowloon you just return in opposite direction.

5. Walk to China Visa Services

China Visa Services is located in the Lower Block (!) of the China Resources building on 26 Harbour

Road, 7th floor. See picture 3. If you have taken the ferry, you cannot miss the overpass to go across

Harbour road. Once across, take the escalator to the first floor below, where you should see a

fountain. Walk outside to Harbour Drive, then go right to the corner of Harbour Drive / Fleming Road.

At your right you can see the entrance of China Visa Services.

Picture 3: entrance of the HK China Visa Office (just a few people waiting at 3 PM)

TIPS

1. Application: Do not apply on a Monday (too crowded) or a Friday (in case you want to do Rush
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Service, because the bureau is closed on weekends).

Unless you have a flight before 6 AM, you will probably not be on time for the morning service (9-12

AM), so no need to rush. Afternoon service will still get you your Visa the next day, providing you

apply for the 24 hours service (250 HKD extra) (check members' comments below for updates on

prices). Do make sure, that if you are flying back the next day, to book an evening flight.

2. If your cell phone only allows you to make and receive calls on the mainland, your last chance to

make a call will be in Shenzhen. Once you have passed HK border, you will have lost your signal.

3. Carry a pen in your pocket; it comes in handy at the HK border to fill out departure- and arrival

cards, and at the HK Visa Office to fill out the Visa application form.

IV : China Visa Services – applying for your Z-Visa

1. Manage time!

China Visa Services at the China Resources building on Harbour Road is open Mo-Fr from 9-12 AM

and 2-5 PM, except on public Holidays. Their website is www.fmcoprc.gov.hk. With my Tuesday time

schedule (see Transportation) I did not make it in time for the morning service, so I had to wait until 2

PM. At 1.30 PM, already some 20 people were waiting in line. For security reasons, only 20 or so

people can go in simultaneously. You and your belongings go through security check at the entrance,

and any luggage not allowed into the airplane passenger cabin by hand, is neither allowed into the

Office.

2. Applying

Officials downstairs hand out Visa application forms (A4, double sided) while you are waiting (bring a

pen!). Go up to the 7th floor and get a waiting number from the assistant. You might want to make

copies of your documents first, a copier is available (1 HKD per copy, only accepts 1 HKD coins)

(check members' comments below for updates on prices). I also advice you make a copy of your

Passport. Be aware that your Passport is held on to until you collect your Visa! There are many

applicants inside and a dozen counters. Keep an eye on the displays for your number; if you miss

your turn you will have to get another one. If it is your turn, hand in your Passport, work permit,

invitation letter, pass photo and application form. The official will give you the receipt that you need to

collect your Visa. If you apply for the 24 hours rush service (an extra 250 HKD) (check members'

comments below for updates on prices), you will be able to pick up your Visa the next afternoon if

applied for in the afternoon, or the next morning if applied for in the morning, under the condition that

the next day is a working day.

3. Collecting your Z-Visa
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They had told me collect my Visa at 4 PM the next afternoon. I got there at 3 PM, and there were no

lines. Once through security, I directly went to the cashier to pay the fee in the local currency (150

HKD) (check members' comments below for updates on prices) and the extra fee for rush service

(250 HKD) (check members' comments below for updates on prices). See picture 4. At the collection

counter, I received my Passport with the Z-Visa in it. My residence permit valid until March 3rd had

now a stamp on it, saying "Canceled".

Picture 4: Paying for the Visa is only on the day of collection

TIPS

1. To exchange RMB into HKD there are endless exchange counters; I exchanged my money at the

Global Travel Star Ferry counter at the pier in Tsim Sha Tsui. Conversion rate at the time was 1.12.

See picture 5.
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Picture 5: HKD are cheaper than CNY! Of course, commission is still very high.

V : Lodging, food, shopping

1. Lodging

Where to go and how much to spend is of course a personal matter. I chose to go cheap, so following

a good tip, I booked a single room in the Carlton Hostel for 180 HKD (check members' comments

below for updates on prices). The hostel is located in Chunking Mansion on 36-44 Nathan Road,

which is near to the bus terminal and the Ferry pier, and near to the metro station (in fact, the station

is located below Nathan Road with many entrances/exits in West Tsim Sha Tsui). See picture 6.

Carlton hostel is on the 15th floor in the C-section of Chungking Mansion; once you have passed the

gate, go along the corridor all the way to the end; there are two elevators are at your left hand side;

take the right elevator to the 15th floor). It is a hostel, so do not expect too much luxury; there is only a

bed, a toilet/shower and a TV, no windows, but it is clean. And let’s face it: you are in Hong Kong, why

would you stay in your room but to sleep, shower and shave?! Prices for a single room are 180 HKD,

for a double room 280 HKD in the low season (check members' comments below for updates on

prices). Signing in with your name is enough, you do not have to show your passport (which was

convenient since mine was at the Visa Office). There is also no deposit. The foreign receptionist gives

you two keys, one for your room and for the front door, which will be locked after 12 midnight.

Checking out is before noon the next day.
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Picture 6: Chungking Mansions are conveniently located in the center of Tsim Sha Tsui.

2. Eating

Because I arrived at the Visa office too late for the morning service, I had some time to check out

Chan Wai. There are many restaurants. I did not want to be seated, so I got two waffles with peanut

butter (8 HKD each) on Fleming road (past Gloucester Road on the left-hand side). It was enough to

have me last until supper. I dined at a place on Fuk Wa street where I ate fried pork noodles (38 HKD).

If you are the fast food type, there are plenty of Macs and KFC’s around.

Since I stayed in the Chungking Mansions, I wanted my breakfast and coffee at the nearby

McDonalds on Cameron Road, opposite the Mosque. See picture 7. You cannot see it from Nathan

Road, so if you turn into Cameron Road, stay on the right site and look for the McDonalds display; like

the JFB McDonalds in Chong Qing, it goes down; inside, the place is big and cozy, even with some

comfy armchairs. And if you prefer KFC, that's their neighbour!
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Picture 7: McDonalds on Cameron Road opposite the Mosque on Nathan Road is a great place to

have breakfast at.

3. Shopping

Shopping is the fun part in Hong Kong. To find your way around, getting a city map at one of the info

stands is no luxury! As for the currency, I had to get used to the Hong Kong Dollars, which are actually

cheaper than RMB. You can go to big malls in Chan Wai or Tsim Sha Tsui; or you can browse the

small shops or markets in the other towns (easily accessible by Underground!). Personally, I liked the

markets in Kowloon, from Tsim Sha Tsui up to Sham Shui Po, where I bought my souvenirs.Big

electronic purchases are best made on HK Island in Chan Wai at the Computer Center, 130 Hennesy

Road. Cameras, computers, cell phones, all are cheaper than on the mainland, especially if you

negotiate well. You also have plenty of shops in Tsim Sha Tsui, but from what they told me is that part

is more for tourists; I might be wrong because as for the girly bars in Chan Wai and the RLD in

Mongkok people claim the opposite.

TIPS

1. Want to visit Macau and do some sightseeing? Ferry takes you there in about 1 hour for app. 150

HKD (check members' comments below for updates on prices), and there is a helicopter service,

which is just a little bit more expensive (app. 4000 HKD for a roundtrip) (check members' comments

below for updates on prices). Not sure if you can go gambling in one of the Macau casinos, if your

passport is still at the Visa Office.
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Picture 8: There is something for everyone in this street in Sham Shui Po, Kowloon

Hong Kong is great. I must definely go back with the Mrs (shopping), Junior (Disneyland), and bigger

computers for myself.

Have good fun and if you have any questions or additional tips, post ‘m here or leave me a PM.

By rog (Male. Netherlands)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=347
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You know you have been in China too long when...

I always find these lists on forums and on friends blogs so here I'll post one here, havent seen one on

this site since i joined... enjoy see how many you agree with.

You know you have been in China too long when...

- you forget what clean air smells like.

- you barely flinch when you see a small child emptying his bowels in the street.

- you find yourself crying over a menu in a western restaurant because

they serve potato salad.

- you haven't eaten anything baked in months.

- you eat every kind of meat off the bone, and spit the bones on the table.

- you can expertly maneuver your bike through any traffic situation.

- you know how to use a squatter.

- grown men and women often say hello to you, and when you reply they

run away giggling.

- you can't decide if you love or hate the country you're living in.

- you see nothing wrong with standing on a white stripe in the middle of a

highway while cars whiz past you at 90kph

- you don't blink an eye when a complete stranger wants to take a photo of you

with his family

- you actually put some thought into which live snake you want cooked for your meal

- you eat soup with chopsticks

- you use Kleenex for table napkins

- you drink warm sodas and find them refreshing

- you are accustomed to seeing people's heads popping up and down in the VCD

you are watching

- you no longer use articles when you speak

- you bargain with the grocer over the cost of a head of lettuce

- you no longer question why the expiration date on the milk you just bought is two

months from now

- you buy a movie that hasn't been released theatrically yet at home...

- you complain about the price of chocolate bars...

- you comment the pollution "isn't really that bad..."

- when a trim at the barber invloves two washes, a scalp massage, a a neck and

shoulder massage, and a crowd of onlookers

- When you go to a park and you can't walk on the grass

- Where the red stamp is all powerful

- you find yourself spitting in public places (i.e. the street, restaurant) and not thinking twice

- you take it in stride when you are offered beer/baijiu at lunch before going back to work
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- you start wearing a face mask on windy days and wonder at the "silly foreigners" who don't do the

same

- the smell of stinky dofu doesn't faze you anymore

- you complain about that price difference of DVDs/VCDs/CDs bought in the stores and on the streets

- you start to wonder if the chocolate ice cream you find in the store is even chocolate... sure it is

brown,

but it doesn't taste anything like the stuff back home!

- you can't find face lotion or cleanser that does not bleach your skin whiter....

- you shove the guy before you back to where he stood half a minute before in the queue, barking a

loud

"hou mian, hou mian, ni nongmin!"

- you have learned to enjoy being stared at

- you stare back especially at knockouts

- you can open and hull sunflower seeds with your tongue

- you give a beggar a handfull of fen and he gives them back

- long underwear is a wardrobe staple five months of the year

- you have trouble sleeping when you go home for a visit because it's just too darn quiet

- you can stop watching tv for 2 weeks and when you start watching again they're still showing

reruns of the same show.

- you have ten different responses to the question, "Do you like China?"

- you're looking forward to blending in with the crowd.

- you know ten different ways to point out a foreigner in Chinese.

- you point out foreigners to your Chinese friends even though you're foreign yourself.

- you find yourself asking anyone and everyone if they can make the price cheaper.

- you know which chocolate is real and which chocolate is glorified butter.

- you know words in Chinese for which you don't know the translation in English.

- you answer 'China' when people ask where you're from

- you answer 'China' when people ask where you live

- having fingers poked into your ears when you're getting a shampoo no longer makes you wonder at

the

cleanliness of the 100 who came before you

- you pick your nose, burp, fart, and scratch so much even your Chinese friends get embarrassed

- you get a discount if you speak English, but you pay more for putonghua

- you start thinking that stupid questions are reasonable

- you call home and your family tell you to speak faster and stop correcting their grammar and

pronunciation

- you think that having the runs for 2 weeks is normal

- you don't have any idea what something is, but you'll eat it anyway.

- if you just ate and liked it, you don't ask what it is.

- you completely ignore most people who say hello to you

- you have a conversation while sidestepping feces, vomit, and mysterious

green puddles on the sidewalk without blinking.
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- you eat cake with chopsticks

- you constantly wonder if everything has been boiled long enough.

- you answer 'So is mine.' when people say their English is so poor

- you answer 'Into what?' when people say China is developing

- you convince yourself that it doesn't matter how dirty the cooks' hands are,

cooking will fix it

- you think squats are great because no one can poop on the seat

- you think Yang Rei (CCTV9 'Dialogue' program) is an unbiased reporter

- if there are only 4 screaming children running around the classroom, you consider it a good primary

class.

- if there are only 4 students sleeping, you consider it a good middle school class.

- if there are only 4 dictionary obsessed nerds, you consider it a good language center class.

- you love tofu because there's nothing to spit out and it doesn't have any taste.

- you start saying 'play computer' 'I very like' and other assorted chinglish.

- you hold hands with others of the same sex and think nothing of it

- you avoid touching those of opposite sex like they have cooties.

- you whole-heartedly agree with things that you don't agree with.

- you've got a pre-paid ticket with a booked seat for a soft-seat train or plane, but you still run like mad

to

make sure you get a seat.

- you forget that vegetable soup is actually pesticide broth

- smoking does less harm to your lungs than breathing

- you call polluted water and preservatives wine

- you point over your back with your thumb when using the past tense.

- you think that America's '60 Minutes' program is 48 minutes of bull**** and 12 minutes of

commercials,

but you can't wait for China's '60 Minutes', which will either be 60 minutes of bull**** OR 60 minutes of

commercials.

-- you're beginning to like fruit salad and mayonnaise

- you've stopped wondering why you only get bread if you order a chicken

- everyone wants to be your friend - all you have to do is teach them English for free

- everyone wants to teach you Chinese by speaking to you in English

- your Chinese lessons consist of 50 words your teacher wants to know the English meaning of

- you buy a new shirt and have to sew the buttons on

- when people ask if you speak English you answer (in English) 'No, I only speak French',

and they believe you

- you tell people you don't understand, so they write it for you - in Chinese.

- your boss thinks you're a stupid foreigner if you let him cheat you, but thinks you're a

bad foreigner if you don't

- your boss speaks really good English until you ask for more money

- you have accumulated hundreds of notes and addresses but you can't read any of them

- groups of people find it fascinating to watch you buy an orange at a fruit market. Commentary is
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provided in case

some people don't know exactly what's going on.

- you think it's pleasurable to ride your bike down the road with 10 tonne monster trucks flying past

you 2 feet away.

- you have no qualms that someone who thinks you're stupid and gullable has total control over your

life.

- the ugliest western man always has a beautiful Chinese girlfriend.

- at the beach women wear bulky swimsuits from the 1950's while men wear speedos

- a hike up a mountain calls for a plastic grocery bag full of junk food.

- the more you listen to the news, the more uninformed you are

- you start thinking instant coffee tastes pretty good.

- when the national news is on, your forty TV channels magically become the same channel.

- absolutely everything that can possibly be eaten is in some way good for your health.

- you walk past a river or lake that looks like something out of the Simpsons---radioactive sludge

strewn with

garbage---and there are people FISHING. Alternatively, you stop at the radioactive sluge and TAKE

PICTURES.

- student assessment/placement at your school consists of evaluating the student's parents'

guanxi rather than the

student's level or ability

- only five minutes of prep time for a unannounced class no longer fazes you

- evaluating the contents of your shopping cart is the past-time of all the other shoppers in the store

- your housekeeper throws out the chicken breast you have marinating in garlic and olive oil but

organizes your empty

beer bottles and cans

- you leave your laundry hanging up for more than a day its dirtier than it was before you washed it

- you actually believe you're here to teach English

- at English Corner (aka English Speaker Cornered) a person asks you how to "improve my oral

English" and

when you

tell them the only way is to continually practice they walk away dejected and sad

- you begin to question your own pronounciation

- dental procedures are a spectator sport (why else would the chair be in the storefront picture

window)

- you no longer expect the truth

- you can use "face" as a weapon

By jpd01 (Male. Australia)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=2319
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Only American English teachers wanted

The other day I was food shopping in my local supermarket, trying to make my mind up if I wanted to

try the new yoghurts they had on display or to pass and go for my usual brand. The last time I tried

something new I ended up with yoghurt made with pea’s that made me feel so sick and was

something I wanted to avoid having again. I had just about made up my mind when I heard a girl

behind me ask “excuse me, are you American?” I turned around to face her and replied “sorry, no I

am not I am British” to which she replied with a disappointed look “oh that’s a not too good”.

Although I didn’t really care to start up conversations about nationalities or discuses the defences

between Americans and the British, I had to find out why she had been so disappointed about me

been an English man. “Sorry, but why is not too good that I am not an American” I asked her, to

which she replied “it’s my school I work for, they need a new foreign teacher who is American”.

Although I am an English teacher, which I could have easily not been and it doesn’t mean because I

am a foreigner I must be an English teacher. I am also already happy working with my present

employer teaching English and not looking for a new job, but I still felt that this was unfair that they

should only be looking for one nationality to teach their children in the school. I decided to ask more

questions about this foreign teacher’s position.

“Excuse me, but do you have other foreign teachers working at your school from other countries” I

asked. “No” she replied “our principle only employs Americans because she prefers American

English”.

I could not believe what I was hearing, the school wanted to focus on one type of English but what

about if the children were to go to Australia for study, travel or even work? Yes they would be able to

get by, but would it not make sense to teach the children different types of English.
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I decided to tell her what my feelings where about this foreign teacher’s position and that the school I

already worked for embraced different nationalities to help strengthen the children’s understanding of

English. I told her that not all English speaking people come from English speaking countries and that

just like Chinese people who speak English as a second language, an understand of these different

types of English is very important.

In the end she agreed with what I had to say about the said teaching position, but it was not up to her

and the principle would still only employ an American English teacher. I agreed that I disagreed which

her principles understanding of English teaching and said good bye to the girl who had distracted me

from my yoghurt buying.

I decided to take a risk and go with the new yoghurt that they had on display, however when I got

home I open up my yoghurt to find that it was made with pea’s. This made me think, the principle

wants English to be a structured language, teaching American English to all the students in her

school.

However English is like my yoghurt, it never comes just how you like it and instead it can take many

forms and many tastes, some which we like and some which we do not. But been able to adjust too

many different tastes and learning to respect these many different forms, only then can we truly learn

and enjoy the differences.

By Mattwhim (Male. United Kingdom (UK))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=1868
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Why Culture is Important

When I first arrived in Chongqing in 1994 as an exchange student, I had never been outside of the US.

I had grown up in a small town that was very homogeneous. There were only white people. We were

all Catholics or Lutherans.

My parents raised me from a very young age to be curious about other cultures. By the time I was six

I had already made it clear that my favorite food was Chinese, my favorite movies were Kung Fu

movies from Hong Kong, and my favorite thing to read was a fortune cookie prediction (aside from

Robin Hood, of course...).

When I got to China I was immediately fascinated. I wandered around the Southwest Normal

University Campus in awe. At my first hot pot, the foreign affairs director sat next to me. I didn't

understand that in China, it is considered polite to serve food to others at your table. Mr. Li had

ordered eel. He started putting a piece in each bowl, saying through an interpreter that it was his

favorite food. By the time he got halfway around the table, people were placing their hands over their

bowls to refuse the eel, because they didn't want to try it. They thought it sounded unappetizing. I

remember he looked slightly embarrassed and started looking around the table at everyone. I had

never thought of eating eel before, but I looked at his face and knew I had to try it. I made sure he saw

me eat it. It tasted really good.

Even if it hadn't tasted good, I would have made sure to eat more. I ate a lot of eel that night. So did

some of the other students.

Three years later, when I decided to go back to Chongqing as a teacher, Mr. Li sent my resume to

seven different schools in Chongqing, and forwarded five offers back to me. I really believe that

began with a hot pot dinner three years earlier when I showed him I wanted to learn about his culture

by eating his favorite food.

It was from that humble beginning that I began to learn how to study another culture. It is really simple.

You just go to the country, find locals who are interested in getting to know foreigners, and then you

try to be as quiet as you can. You watch everyone all the time. You speak when spoken to and be

polite. You never monopolize the conversation. By doing this you learn how to joke, you learn how to

show respect, you learn how to avoid offending others.

Every country has its own culture. Some countries, like China and the US, have multiple cultures

within them. I am proud that I've learned enough about Chongqing to know I've not learned nearly

enough, and I'm looking forward to moving back in January and eating hot pot with all of you. Anyone

who is interested. It's going to be such a great adventure. It is always such a great adventure.

By benjamin.brown8@gmail.com (Male. United States (USA))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=3809
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Online Collectivism

I recently heard of a new development in China: Tuan gou (团购）which means “Group Shopping”.

This is when a large group of people interested in making the same purchase gets together through

an online chat group and decides to meet at a specific market, at a specific time, to collectively

negotiate a group discount for an item. They all want the same item.

The example on national public radio was a group of new homeowners shopping for some kind of

light fixture. About 70 people arrived as a group at a large store that sold furniture and fixtures, and

the woman who organized the trip got on a microphone and began negotiating with the seller. They

were driving a hard bargain, because they knew they had a lot of people that could demand a

discount based on the volume of the sale. The seller continually gave concessions and price

reductions. It was only when the group threatened to leave that the seller finallly caved and offered

what equated to a 30% discount. Throughout the negotiations, the buyer on the microphone would

turn to the collective and ask “do we think this deal is okay??!” to which the response would be “NO!!”

When the 30% discount was reached, the group agreed to buy.

The announcer on the radio seemed to think this tactic might someday be used in the states. I remain

doubtful. The announcer also said the reason for the Chinese developing this tactic prior to us

involves the way they use the internet as opposed to the way we use it. I am suspicious of this

conclusion as well.

The phenomenon of Tuan Gou is inherently Chinese and directly tied to their culture and history. In

the states, college kids have been assembling online in chat rooms and agreeing to all meet at the
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same park at 2:30pm with Santa costumes in July to run through a crowd of picnicers. But where are

we, as a society of individualists, going to find a hundred new homeowners who want to buy the same

light?

Online collectivism, and the way the Chinese use the internet in general, is just another example of

how and why their culture differs from ours. The Chinese tend to follow fads. If a group of peers

begins to take an interest in something, it will grow quickly because nobody wants to be the only

family whose one child doesn’t own a hula hoop. Self expression is more reserved. Leaders aren’t

born out of a desire to be original but a desire to bring people together as a group. Chat rooms and

blogging are huge in China. Information can travel quickly not just electronically but by word of mouth.

Outside of Shanghai and Beijing, where the majority of China lives, there are fewer people who own

computers. Instead, they go to internet bars (Wang Ba in Chinese, which literally means “net bar”).

Internet bars are rooms filled with computers. In the fall of 2008 I went to Chongqing. I didn’t have a

laptop with me because I knew about internet bars. They had been hard to find in the bigger coastal

cities, but when I stepped out of the hotel in Freedom Square downtown, I asked the first woman I

saw at a little refreshment stand where the nearest internet bar was located. It was one block away.

For the next week, I asked regularly in different parts of the city where I could find a wang ba, and the

answer was always “very close”.

I went into four different bars over those six days. In all of them, at different times of the day, there

were a lot of people. Most of the time I either had to wait in line for a few minutes or had to go find a

computer in the very back or very front of the room. Space was limited. Each of these bars had at

least a hundred computers in them.

Privacy is less respected in China when it comes to dissemination of information. As I would sit and

blog, people would occasionally stop behind me and watch me type. There wasn’t much conversation

going on, but if somebody noticed something interesting on another person’s screen, they’d ask about

it. Because of this, word spreads quickly.

In a society where bartering remains a part of everyday life and consumer credit doesn’t yet prevail

over cash, online shopping hasn’t taken hold as strongly as in the States. However, the company that

ignores the internet as a marketing tool loses out on free advertising. Finding a following online can

trigger a fad, because Chinese who are popular in chat rooms or have blogs about fashion or the

newest product can set off a buying frenzy. In fact, when a company enters a new Chinese market its

most imperative method of selling a consumer product should be the internet.

Let’s take as an example Jones Soda. They make uniquely colored and flavored sodas in the US.

Their headquarters are based in Seattle. Were Jones Soda to enter the China market, a cheap way to

sell their product in, say, Shanghai, would be to find the biggest online food critics, bloggers, and just

young people who regularly post things online and have a huge following. If Jones Soda contacts

someone on renren.com who has a few thousand friends and offers to pay them to represent Jones

Soda in China as a promoter, the company could get a jumpstart on selling a product that would
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immediately spread like wildfire through the online community in Shanghai. Finding the right

spokesperson at the right store could be enough to create an immediate following. Within weeks

Shanghai could have a huge market for this botique item.

Basically, China’s culture is one of groups. Collectivism rules over individuality. There are leaders and

followers just like in any other culture, but their approach to leadership differs from the west. They

stand as a representative of the collective, rather than its only leader. They don’t have the same level

of control and decision making. The leader of the tuan gou didn’t get to decide when the price was low

enough. She could influence the result, but not dictate it. It’s just this type of online collectivism,

however, that can spark a market across cities, provinces, and the whole country.

By benjamin.brown8@gmail.com (Male. United States (USA))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=3809
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My Teacher: Zhou EnLai

This is a posting from my blog, www.chinesebusinessculture.wordpress.org. Please feel free to

comment on anything you agree or disagree with. I appreciate any input. It's all an opportunity for me

to learn. (Ben Brown)

When entering the Chinese market, be it through trade agreements, product licensing, or FDI, any

business will face significant hurdles. Chris Berghoff, president of Control Products (Minnesota),

mentioned in a presentation recently that the greatest of these hurdles is understanding Chinese

culture prior to entry.

Language is a useful tool to understanding another culture, and nearly a necessity in order to feel

comfortable in a foreign environment during an extended stay. Culture, however, is what makes it

possible for one to thrive. One of the biggest differences between US and Chinese business practices

is the existence of “guanxi”.

Guanxi simply means “relationships” and sometimes “connections”. But relationships in China are

more complicated and work-intensive than they are in the US. The best way to explain how guanxi

affects business is through one of its master practitioners: Zhou Enlai.

When Richard Nixon came to China, he was not met at the airport by Chairman Mao. The Chairman

was ill. Premier Zhou went instead. In all honesty, both men were quite old and ill by 1972.

The first dinner they had together that evening, Nixon and Zhou toasted one another. In the photo at

the beginning of this blog, Zhou holds his glass level with Nixon. This small gesture was

photographed, analyzed and commented on all over China. In the US it was just a nice photo.

By holding his glass level with Nixon, Premier Zhou–essentially sharing rank with Kissinger– is not
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showing respect to a superior position. At an official Chinese dinner, if a government official wants to

toast another government official, he must first know the official’s rank so he can hold his glass at a

lower level, showing the proper respect. Zhou, by holding his glass at the same level as Nixon, was

suggesting that he was on the same level as the US President, and also stating with a simple gesture

that Mao was therefore higher. This opened the door for the Chairman to enter meetings with Nixon to

develop a relationship with the US.

Zhou Enlai was a master strategist, expert historian, and unparalleled politician when it came to

politics. Businessmen from the US need to take heed of the myriad ways they can get themselves

into trouble. The Chinese will not point out that you are wrong, but they will give you a lot of slack if

you show them that you understand just a few simple things.

Simon MacKinnon, former president of Corning Shanghai, spoke a few months ago at Seattle

University about encountering sluggish, unresponsive government officials who seemed to be waiting

for a something before they would help with permitting for a new production facility. Mr. MacKinnon

set up a meeting with the Chinese official and presented him with reports from US economic

publications that had been translated by Corning employees into Chinese. These reports allowed the

official to go to his boss with information that would help in his work. The process of obtaining permits

to move forwards with production immediately smoothed out.

This is just one small example of the importance of relationships in China. One can form business

relationships in China, but they are much more social than they tend to be in the US. In addition,

friendships in China generally involve helping each other out. If a business needs permits to operate

in China, they’re going to have to do two basic things: Build up a relationship through informal

meetings with their Chinese counterparts, and find ways to make those counterparts benefit from the

relationship that has been formed. The Chinese, though fierce negotiators, generally believe in my

experience that all business transactions should be mutually beneficial. In this case a permit request

was a business transaction. If Corning was going to get a production facility out of the permits it

needed from the government official how could the help the official in his professional life?

The irony of this situation lies in its simplicity. Even though it is a natural part of Chinese culture, it is

often misunderstood by US businesses. Once the people at the US company realize a process is

moving slowly or not getting the attention they believe it deserves, they become suspicious. They

wonder if the official is waiting for a handout. Sometimes they even confront the official face-to-face

(this is the worst possible thing one can do) and announce that they are not paying one red cent just

to get an official to do his job. Meanwhile, the official sits at his desk wondering why the Corning

people can’t understand that he wants a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship that will make his

own life easier. It is almost never about money. As the two sides fail to connect, both become

increasingly suspicious that the other is out to get them and will never cooperate. Move in this

direction long enough and you have Isreal and Palestine. Not a good way to do business.

The Chinese in general won't tell you they need a favor. Sometimes they will suggest it by telling you
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what seems like a harmless anecdote about their lives at a dinner. In some cases that anecdote was

the whole point of the dinner from their perspective, to see whether you can pick up on their needs.

But if you don’t realize they’re telling you what they need in order to proceed with what you want, they

can’t be more obvious. It would be extraordinarily rude to do so.

One thing that many foreigners in China fail to understand is that the Chinese have just as much

trouble comprehending our culture as we do theirs. They are not going to take steps that would be

rude in their society to build bridges to ours. We are in their country, so it is rare that a Chinese official

or businessman will be in a position to even attempt looking at the situation from our angle.

The best example of perfect, long-term execution of guanxi is the late Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai.

Each businessman that enters China lacks the skills that Zhou built over a lifetime. But there are

simple actions that will facilitate successful outcomes. One of them is learning to apologize,

something that US businessmen and politicians rarely do. Apologizing for one’s ignorance from the

start will make the Chinese officials or business partners immediately more sympathetic.

I’ll post more on apologizing in the next entry.

By benjamin.brown8@gmail.com (Male. United States (USA))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=3809
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An Unforgettable Trip to Lijiang and Shangri-La

Lijiang, one of the best preserved ancient towns in China, is an exiting and yet peaceful city, where

the traditional Naxi house styles are a major attraction. Before setting off on my journey, I had

expected sunny days with white clouds flying in a clear blue sky. Unfortunately, upon arrival, we were

greeted with a downpour, which relented a little a while later and mercifully turned into a drizzle the

next day.

Somber though the weather was, my eagerness to explore the old town prevented me from feeling

blue or sullen. With excitement, I didn’t lose any time to stroll on the cobbled winding street. Walking

in the misty rain, enjoying the peaceful scenes around me was a great pleasure.
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No matter what the weather is like, Lijiang doesn't lose its special flavor and beauty. Wandering,

shopping, drinking, eating and watching people seems to be the common and best way to spend your

time there.

Two days later, it cleared up and we decided to take a trip to Shangri-La, a paradise-like place, which
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was first mentioned in a famous novel entitled Lost Horizon by a British American writer James Hilton.

As it would be a four-hour road journey from Lijiang to Shangri-La, we contacted a travel agency to

arrange a two-day trip there with a guide.

In the Shangri-La County, we only chose to go to the major tourist attraction---Pudacuo national park

(普达措国家公园）, which was so big that a sightseeing bus had to be hired to help us get around. The

bus dropped us off at three major scenic spots which were believed to be ideal places for enjoying the

natural scenery and taking photos.

Cows and horses were found scattered around on the mountain grassland, grazing quietly.

I enjoy gazing at this idyllic pastoral scene and appreciate the beauty and tranquility of the

breathtaking natural scenery.

The placid lake was calming and soothing.
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The fresh air was like wine and I felt invigorated and intoxicated with it.

In Shangri-la, man lives in harmony with nature. Everything was felt to be at peace with one another.

Getting away from the noisy, crowded and polluted big cities for a while is definitely refreshing.

I felt like I staggered home loaded with as many memories as I could carry.

By Emily (Female. China)

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=1416
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Indian Kitchen is Indian food

The other day I finally made it to the Indian Kitchen restaurant in Guanyin Qiao. I love curry in fact I

was brought up on the stuff and when I heard that this restaurant had opened up so near to where I

live in Guanyiin Qiao, me and my girlfriend just had to go and taste it.

By the way when I say I was brought up on the stuff I don’t mean I was orphaned and an Indian family

had taken me under their wing or that my parents only knew how to cook curry which became our

family’s staple diet, No!

I originally come from a small town in England called Bradford, where we have a large Indian

population, with this the result of having such a large amount of people from an ethnic group living in

a small town had resulted in there been a need for a large amount of Indian restaurants.

But not just the Indian consumer enjoys the flavour of curry and not before long Bradford’s most

popular food became curry, in fact I believe that curry is still classed as the United Kingdom’s most

popular food too.

I don’t know if that’s the same the world around, but what I can be sure of is that my understanding of

what a good curry tastes like is one hundred percent. So when I finally arrived at the restaurant I was

glad to see the kitchen full with Indian nationals, I am not saying that other nationalities can’t cook

curry but what I have found out after visiting countless restaurants is that if you want the authentic

thing you must go to the authentic source.

Then first thing that hits you is the smell and like any good restaurant the smell of the food is key in

helping to creating that overall atmosphere. Curry has such a strong smell that leaves its odour on

you even when you have left the restaurant. What’s even worst is when you get the stuff on your

clothing then it can stay with you for much longer or never leave you at all.

After a little confusion with the waitress over why I wanted warm water, like the rest of my Chinese

counterparts instead of ice water we final got to look at the menu. I wasn’t disappointed, as there was

a large selection of curry to choose from. The same can also be said for the starters and side orders,

which all looked mouth-watering.

When the curry’s, naan bread and rice arrived at our table we all got stuck in, it was very enjoyable

and reminded me of the curry I had back home. I can safely say that Indian kitchen make an excellent

curry and I will defiantly return to this restaurant again and again. In fact I enjoyed the naan bread so

much I decided to order another portion, just because it was so nice.

When reflecting on my visit to the restaurant it made me think of how Chongqing is developing, how

with each and every step this city makes its development bring so much to the people as a whole.
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This is also reflected in china; as more nationalities flood into the city bringing their own cultures and

understandings, this mixer of cultures and understandings creates new tastes and wants.

I for one love Chinese food especially the food here in Chongqing, but from time to time it's good to let

your taste buds develop around another nationalities food. I am happy to see Indian food here in

Chongqing and hope to see more of other nationalities food here too.

I cannot wait till the day when I can buy fish and chips here or have my Sunday lunch with a real

Yorkshire pudding, who knows maybe they will even have Cornish pasties one day.

Well I can dream.

By Mattwhim (Male. United Kingdom (UK))

http://www.cqexpat.com/i_member/usershow.asp?id=1868

